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International leader in the supply of Ceramic Machinery 
SITI B&T is a leading Italian based supplier of machinery and 
systems used in the manufacturing of ceramic products, 
serving customers all around the globe. 

Engineering firm rather than mere manufacturer 
SITI B&T not only supplies machinery, but it also advises clients on the 
whole production process, leveraging its technological leadership and a 
track record of successful innovations. As a matter of fact, it can be seen as 
an engineering services and system integration firm whose business model 
is characterized by: a) coverage of each and every phase of the ceramic 
manufacturing process; b) flexible production capacity and cost structure; 
c) disciplined commercial approach. 

Growth drivers: Innovation, Internationalisation, Acquisitions 
The group strategy relies on a ca. €40mn cumulated 2016E-19E investment 
plan aimed at expanding market share while preserving / enhancing the 
current profitability (net of acquisitions). Three are the main directions: 

1) Continuing the investments in R&D - 25% of total budget; 
2) Bolstering the international presence on production, commercial and 
customer care sides - 25% of total budget; 
3) Further expanding through acquisitions - 50% of total budget. 

Stable profitability margins, leverage under control 
As a consequence of the high degree of production outsourcing, SITI B&T is 
characterized by stability of operating profitability margins and by a 
relatively “light” capital structure. For what concerns the future (2016E-19E 
period) we expect Net Revenues up ca. 5.8% per year, EBIT margin 
exceeding the 9% level and Net Profit growing at a 17% CAGR, achieving a 
ca. €11mn level in 2019E when the company should become cash positive. 

Fair Value at €10.5 per share. Remedy Shares add protection 
Comparing SITI B&T with a selected panel of European B2B industrial 
machinery producers on the basis of EV/IC, EV/EBIT, P/E multiples 
returns a €10.5 Fair Value per SITI B&T shares, a ca. 30% upside 
from current market level. On top of this we note that the introduction 
(within the IPO process) of Remedy Shares mechanism adds protections 
and further lowers the risk profile of SITI B&T shares. 

 Fair Value (€) 10.50  

 Market Price (€) 8.03  

 Market Cap. (€m) 100  

 
 KEY FINANCIALS (€m) 2015A 2016E 2017E  

 REVENUES 182.6 193.0 199.7  

 EBITDA 17.3 20.7 22.5  

 EBIT 13.1 16.2 17.8  

 NET PROFIT 5.7 8.9 10.0  

 EQUITY 50.4 78.7 90.3  

 NET FIN. POS. -36.5 -18.6 -12.6  

 EPS ADJ. (€) 0.60 0.72 0.80  

 DPS (€) 0.00 0.00 0.00  
Source: SITI B&T (historical figures), 

Value Track (2016E-17E estimates) 
 

 RATIOS & MULTIPLES 2015A 2016E 2017E  

 EBITDA MARGIN (%) 9.5 10.7 11.3  

 EBIT MARGIN (%) 7.2 8.4 8.9  

 NET DEBT / EBITDA (x) 2.1 0.9 0.6  

 NET DEBT / EQUITY (x) 0.7 0.2 0.1  

 EV/EBITDA (x) nm 6.6 5.8  

 EV/EBIT (x). nm 8.5 7.4  

 P/E ADJ. (x) nm 11.2 10.1  

 DIV YIELD (%) nm 0.0 0.0  
Source: SITI B&T (historical figures), 

Value Track (2016E-17E estimates) 
 
 STOCK DATA    

 MARKET PRICE (€)  8.03  

 SHS. OUT. (m)  12.5  

 MARKET CAP. (€m)  100.4  

 ADJ. ENTERPRISE VALUE (€m)  137.0  

 FREE FLOAT (%)  25.5  

 AVG. -20D VOL. ('000)  4,410  

 RIC / BBG  SITI.MI / SITI IM  

 52 WK RANGE  7.56-8.40  
Source: Stock Market Data, Value Track Analysis 
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Executive Summary  
A business model focused on engineering services and system integration  
SITI B&T is a leading Italian based international provider of machinery / systems used in 
the manufacturing of ceramic products. The company serves customers all around the globe, 
working with some of the major ceramic producers worldwide. 

The main features of SITI B&T business model are: 

! Coverage of each and every phase of the ceramic manufacturing process standing out for 
technological know-how (over 100 active patents globally); 

! Flexible production capacity / cost structure as most of manufacturing is outsourced. 

As a matter of fact, SITI B&T not only supplies machinery, but it also advises clients on the whole 
production process, leveraging its technological leadership and a track record of successful 
innovations. From this point of view it can be seen as an engineering services and system 
integration firm. 

Towards clients SITI B&T maintains a disciplined commercial approach based on tight customer 
selection and substantial credit insurance activity, thus enjoying a negligible level of bad debt. 

By contrast, the approach to high margins after-market services is rather aggressive: leveraging 
a complete database of clients and an effective international technical service structure, customer care 
is a way to increase clients’ loyalty and group’s profitability. 

Market dominated by Italian players and back to pre-crisis level 
The worldwide ceramic machinery market is calculated to be worth some €3.6bn with Italian 
players accounting for ca. €2.0bn revenues (all-time high), i.e. by far the global leaders with ca. 
>50% market share, followed by the highly growing Chinese players (28% market share). 

Concerning the revenues generated by Italian players, we can distinguish two main features:  

1.    Tiles machinery, accounting for roughly 84% of total market;  

2.    Export revenues accounting for 74% of total market. 

As far as future years are concerned, growth rates for such a market are expected to remain positive, 
even if with less momentum compared to 2014-15, as an effect of:  

1.    Global demand for tiles growing annually in the mid single-digit range;  

2.    Demand for product innovation (materials, shape, decoration, finishing); 

3.    Demand for process innovation (energy savings, smaller batches, lower lead-time). 

Well suited to compete in high value markets 
The above-mentioned wide coverage of the value chain, flexible output capacity and disciplined 
commercial approach are SITI B&T’s main differentiating factors vs. its competitors. These points are, 
for the time being, more suited for competition in high value markets where innovation and customer 
care (and not discount pricing) are the rules of the game. Indeed, we believe that it is necessary to 
distinguish two different competitive arenas: 

! High value / Low growth markets, where European players such as SITI B&T are more 
competitive as customers pay more attention to quality, technology and innovation and are 
willing to pay higher prices since they can sell their final products at a premium; 

! Low value / High growth markets (China, India), where non-European players (mainly 
Chinese ones) are stronger, and price is valued more than innovation, the final product being sold 
at a discount. 
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A threefold growth strategy 
SITI B&T Group strategy relies on a ca. €40mn cumulated 2016E-19E investment plan aimed 
at expanding its market share, while preserving / enhancing the current profitability (net of 
acquisitions) and maintaining a very low level of bad debt. Three are the main directions: 

1. Continuing the investments in R&D (ca. €10mn, i.e. 25% of total budget), so to maintain the 
technological leadership and to defend margins by optimizing the engineering phase, enhancing 
the technological content, and increasing the revenue stream from new products; 

2. Bolstering the international presence on production, commercial and customer care sides (ca. 
€10mn, i.e. 25% of total budget). In this respect, several efforts are already in place, including the 
construction of a new production plant in China, the finalization of a new factory for SITI B&T’s 
Brazilian subsidiary, and a continuous attention at expanding the international customer care 
network; 

3. Further expanding through acquisitions, to which 50% of total budget (€20mn) will be 
destined, in line with what finalized in the latest years. Indeed, SITI B&T acquisition strategy 
involved (and still does) bidding for companies often in financial struggle, hence executing 
successful turnarounds and paying back both financially and strategically the investment. 

Historical Financials  
From a financial point of view, SITI B&T Group is characterized by a well balanced revenues 
structure among the various product segments, with Tiles and Sanitary ware accounting for ca. 75% 
of total and Customer Care accounting for the remaining 25% on average.  

Extensive outsourcing to third party suppliers makes the costs structure highly variable and the 
operating leverage not as high as one would expect leading to: 

! Fairly stable operating profitability ratios (EBITDA margin at ca. 10% and EBIT margin at ca. 
8.5%); 

! Average annual €4.5mn after-tax Operating Free Cash Flow with Net Working Capital requiring 
the greatest amount of cash over time.  

As far as FY2015 performance is concerned, we underline the following points:  

! Group Net Revenues growing +7.6% YoY at €171.5mn (Total Value of Production at €182.6mn); 

! EBIT increasing more than proportionally i.e. +77% YoY at €13.1mn (Adj. EBIT standing at 
€14.1mn); 

! Net Profit more than tripled at €5.7mn (Adj. Net Profit standing at €6.0mn). 

Forecasted Financials 2016E-19E 
Based on the current perimeter of consolidation, i.e. not factoring in possible M&A actions, in the 
2016E-19E period we expect SITI B&T Group Net Revenues up ca. 5.8% per year with high 
margin Customer Care revenues slightly increasing their weight up to ca. 28% of total. As we are 
assuming no breakthrough innovation to be developed in the near future, an event that would 
determine a faster rising demand due to substitution investments, the main market driver should 
remain growth in ceramic production market.  

EBIT margin should exceed the 9% of Revenues as of 2019E, €20mn in absolute terms, while 
Adj. Net Profit is expected to grow at a 17% CAGR, topping €11.3mn in 2019E also thanks 
to lower incidence of taxes and minorities. 

At the same time we expect that in absence of M&A deals Net Debt should keep reducing over time 
reaching positive net cash position as of 2019YE. 
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Valuation 
We believe that Peers analysis is the best valuation methodology that we can apply on SITI B&T. 
Indeed Discounted Cash Flow Model is, in our view, not reliable given the strategy of the company 
that, in the next few years, aims at speeding up its growth profile (thus penalizing its cash flow 
generation results) by: 

! More than doubling (vs. the historical average) the annual capital expenditure; 

! Pushing on international Customer Care business that requires local warehouses thus leading to a 
“one off” change in the Working Capital structure. 

Please see the paragraph on Forecasted Financials 2016E-19E for more details on these points. 

Peers Analysis 

Choosing the appropriate comparables 
We identify the following potential comparables for SITI B&T, whose description is here provided. 

 

Sector Peers – Business Profiles 

Industria Macchine Automatiche S.p.A. 
Manufacturer of packaging machinery for the food, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics industries.   

Biesse S.p.A. 
Manufacturer of woodworking machinery equipment and handling systems for furniture assembly lines. 

Interpump S.p.A. 
Leader in professional high-pressure piston pumps and, more generally, in the hydraulic sector. 

Prima Industrie S.p.A. 
Developer and manufacturer of sheet metal machinery, laser technology appliances and (recently) embedded electronics. 

Sandvik AB 
Developer and manufacturer of machinery and tools for metalworking applications and rock excavation, worldwide. 

Maschinenfabrik Berthold Hermle AG 
Manufacturer of manual / computer numerical control machines sold to apparatus engineering and precision mechanics industries. 

DMG Mori AG 
Global leader in manufacturing of cutting machine tools with a special focus on after sales service. 

Alfa Laval AB 
Designer and manufacturer of equipment and systems for heating, cooling, separation and transportation of products. 

Keda Clean Energy Co., Ltd. 
Leading global player in the Ceramic machinery production. Recently it has diversified towards clean energy technologies / machinery. 

Krones AG  
Worldwide designer and manufacturer of production machinery and packaging systems for bottlers and food processors. 

 Tomra Systems ASA  
Developer and manufacturer of machines used to recycle beverage containers. 

Source: Various, Value Track analysis 
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All the selected potential comparable companies share with SITI B&T two main features: 

! They are supplier of plants / machinery / components to industrial clients, i.e. they are active in 
Business-to-Business markets; 

! They are almost always involved in the design and engineering of systems / machines, i.e. they 
heavily rely on R&D and not only on mere manufacturing capability. 

On top of the above-mentioned points we also note that IMA, Interpump, Prima Industrie and Biesse 
are all mid-size Italian based industrial players leaders in their respective business segment, 
sometimes also sharing with SITI B&T the strategy to couple organic and M&A driven growth. 

While overall we would deem appropriate to compare SITI B&T with the above-mentioned companies, 
we have to reckon that there are grounded reasons to exclude some names from our definitive panel of 
comparables, such as: 

! Keda Clean Energy Co., Ltd. as it has recently massively diversified towards renewable energy 
technologies; 

! DMG Mori AG as its stock multiples are inflated, in our view, by the recent move of the Japanese 
parent company to increase its stake up to 75%; 

! Maschinenfabrik Berthold Hermle AG, Tomra Systems ASA as there is limited analyst coverage to 
produce reliable estimates. 

That said, our refined panel of SITI B&T’s comparables in the industrial machinery sector can be 
split in two sub-groups as follows: 

! Italian players: IMA, Biesse, Interpump, Prima Industrie; 

! International players: Alfa Laval, Sandvik, Krones. 

 

SITI B&T vs. Comparables: Growth rates, Profitability ratios, Capital structure 
Before comparing SITI B&T with the identified comparables, we underline a material difference i.e. 
the higher degree of outsourcing of SITI B&T vs. its peers. Such a peculiarity in the business 
model leads SITI B&T to show: 

! Slightly lower operating margins in percentage of revenues (there is somehow a margin sharing 
with suppliers) but a higher stability of such margin ratios i.e. a safer risk profile; 

! Higher operating expenses and lower capex and depreciation charges as an effect of the outsourced 
activity; 

! A lower weight of Net Fixed Assets on Capital Invested offset by a higher weight of Working 
Capital. 

As a consequence, we believe that the most appropriate metrics to compare SITI B&T with its 
Peers are: EBIT, Net Profit, ROIC and Leverage. Focusing our analysis on the average of 2016E 
and 2017E values, SITI B&T is characterized by: 

! Higher than average EBIT - Net Profit growth rates. Indeed, we expect SITI B&T to record 
16.3% and 28.4% EBIT and Adj. Net Profit CAGR in the 2015A-17E period vs. 9.8 % and 12.5% 
respectively for its Peers; 

! Similar Return on Invested Capital ratio. We expect SITI B&T and its Peers to stand at an 
average 17% ROIC in the 2016E-17E period; 

! Better than average Net Debt / EBITDA ratio. Also thanks to the cash in related to the IPO, 
we expect SITI B&T to show a 0.7x Net Debt /EBITDA ratio (average 2016E-17E) vs. 1.0x of its 
Peers. 
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SITI B&T vs. Peers: EBIT and Net Profit growth (CAGR 2015A-17E) 

 
Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 

 

SITI B&T vs. Peers: EBIT and Adj. Net Profit CAGR 2015A-17E 

EBIT Growth (%, CAGR 2015A-17E) 

 

Adj. Net Profit Growth (%, CAGR 2015A-17E) 

 

Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 

 

SITI B&T vs. Peers: ROIC evolution (2013-2018E) and Net Debt / EBITDA ratios (average 2016E-17E) 

ROIC evolution (%, 2013-18E) 

 

Net Debt / EBITDA (x, average 2016E-17E) 

 

Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 
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Machinery Sector– Stock Market trading multiples 
As far as “fair” multiples for SITI B&T are concerned, we would apply the following criteria: 

! 2016E as the main reference year with 2017E as a useful cross check. Indeed the features of SITI 
B&T business model suggest to focus more on near term multiples rather than on longer term 
ones; 

! EV/EBIT and EV/Invested Capital as the most suitable ungeared multiples in order to take 
into account the above mentioned features; 

! P/E (based on Adjusted Net Profit estimates) as the most suitable geared multiple. 

Here follow the comparables’ multiples based on current market price. 

 

Machinery Sector: Stock trading multiples 

COMPANY Listing 
EV / I.C. (x) EV / EBIT (x) P/E (x) 

2016E 2017E 2016E 2017E 2016E 2017E 
IMA Italy 5.7 5.6 14.2 12.9 24.0 21.3 
BIESSE Italy 2.3 2.1 6.9 5.7 13.5 11.1 
INTERPUMP Italy 1.6 1.6 10.1 9.0 13.7 12.8 
PRIMA INDUSTRIE Italy 0.9 0.9 10.3 7.1 12.0 8.6 
ALFA LAVAL Sweden 2.0 2.0 12.2 12.2 13.4 14.0 
SANDVIK Sweden 2.0 1.9 13.2 11.8 16.8 15.0 
KRONES Germany 3.3 3.1 12.3 11.0 19.4 18.0 
Average   2.6 2.4 11.3 10.0 16.1 14.4 
Median     2.0 2.0 12.2 11.0 13.7 14.0 
 

Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 

 

Worthy of notice, as SITI B&T consolidates on a line-by-line basis Projecta S.r.l., i.e. its subsidiary 
active in the Digital Decoration business, while controlling only the 52% of share capital, an 
adjustment to take into account for the 48% of Projecta minorities is deserved. 

We can either choose to adjust the Enterprise Value for the estimated value of such a 48% minority 
(some €18mn-€20mn in our view), or to strip out the 48% of Projecta’s EBIT and Net Debt from SITI 
B&T Group figures. Net Profit is, as always, considered on a post minorities basis. 

 

SITI B&T: 2016E-17E financial estimates net of 48% of Projecta’s minorities 

€mn 2016E 2017E 

Group EBIT (adj. for €0.3mn one-off Ancora charges in 2016E) 16.5 17.8 

-48% of Projecta EBIT -2.5 -2.5 

Group EBIT for valuation purposes 14.0 15.3 

   

Group Adj. Net Profit net of minorities for valuation purposes 8.9 10.0 

   
Group Net Fin. Position -18.6 -12.6 

-48% of Projecta Net Fin. Position 3.0 3.0 

Group Net Fin. Position for valuation purposes -15.6 -9.6 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
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Last but not least, we believe that in order to derive “fair” valuation multiples for SITI B&T some kind 
of adjustments to “raw” sector multiples are deserved to take into account the various players’ 
profitability ratios and expected growth rates.  

In particular, a value-map analysis of sector multiples lead us to identify as “fair” multiples for SITI 
B&T the following:  

! Ca. 1.7x EV/Inv. Cap. 2016E; 

! Ca. 10.2 EV/EBIT 2016E; 

! Ca. 14.5x P/E 2016E. 

 

Sector Peers and “fair” SITI B&T multiples: EV/I.C. 2016E vs. ROIC 2016E 

 

Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 

 

Sector Peers and “fair” SITI B&T multiples: EV/EBIT 2016E vs. EBIT Growth (Avg. 2016E-17E) 

 

Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 
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Sector Peers and “fair” SITI B&T multiples: P/E 2016E vs. Adj. Net Profit CAGR 2015A-17E 

 

Source: Consensus estimates, Value Track analysis 

 

In conclusion, based on the above-mentioned target multiples, we derive a Fair Value of SITI B&T 
at €10.5 per share, corresponding to ca. €132mn fair valuation for the 100% of equity. This implies 
a ca. 30% upside from current market level. 

 

SITI B&T: Fair Value analysis 
Item Fair multiple 2016E Implied Eq. Value (€mn) Implied Eq. Value per share (€) 

EV / Inv. Cap. 1.70x 133 10.6 

EV / EBIT 10.2x 133 10.6 

P/E 14.5x 130 10.4 

Average  132 10.5 
 

Source: Value Track analysis  

 

Last but not least we underline that the risk profile of SITI B&T shares is definitively improved by the 
introduction (within the IPO process) of Remedy Shares protection mechanism addressed to new 
investors only, i.e. to all current post-IPO shareholders with the exception of pre-IPO ones. See the 
following page for more details on such a protection scheme. 
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Remedy Shares protection mechanism 
Remedy Shares protection mechanism is addressed to new investors only, i.e. to all current post-IPO 
shareholders with the exception of pre-IPO ones, and is based on so-called “Remedy Shares” 
providing some kind of reimburse to new investors if FY16 Net Profit, (based on the IPO consolidation 
perimeter and excluding extraordinary items, we can call it Remedy Shares Net Profit or “RS” Net 
Profit) will result to be lower than €8.0mn level (so called “Trigger level”). 

As such, it’s not a guarantee on SITI B&T shares’ market performance but on the company economic 
performance, (i.e. on the goodness of its management and its competitive positioning, on the quality of 
its organizational and management structures), with features that protect investors without damaging 
the company. Indeed if triggered: 

! It is designed to be weighted on the level of FY16 “RS” Net Profit; 

! It does not determine a cash out for the company, so SITI B&T financial strength is not weakened; 

! It is tax neutral for all parties involved. 

Technicalities 

A “calculation agent” indicated by the Global Coordinator (after having heard new investors with a 
stake of more than 2% of the market cap post-IPO) will actually calculate the FY16 “RS” Net Profit. 

If FY16 “RS” Net Profit results to be lower than €8.0mn, then it takes place a “for free” transferral of 
shares (Remedy Shares) from the majority shareholder (B&T Holding) to new investors only, 
regardless of when they bought SITI B&T shares on the stock market.  

Such a transferral is aimed at maintaining unchanged the amount of Net Profit pertaining to new 
investors calculated on the €8.0mn trigger level, with a floor at €6.4mn. 

Sensitivity 

After the IPO and the partial exercise of greenshoe the free float is currently 25.54% of total SITI B&T 
share capital. Based on the Trigger level, i.e. €8.0mn FY16 Net Profit, then €2.04mn (25.54% of 
€8.0mn) is the amount of Net Profit at least promised to new investors. If FY16 RS Net Profit, as 
calculated by the Agent, is lower, then the protection mechanism kicks in as follows. 

 

Remedy Shares protection mechanism: Sensitivity 

 
Shareholders Shs. post-IPO 

& pre-remedy 
Remedy shs. Shs. post-IPO & 

post-remedy 
Stake (%) Pro-Quota Net 

Profit (€) 

       

"RS" Net Profit ≥ €8.0mn 
B&T Holding 9,307,200 0 9,307,200 74.46% 5,956,608 

New Investors 3,192,800 0 3,192,800 25.54% 2,043,392 

Total 12,500,000 0 12,500,000 100.00% 8,000,000 

       

"RS" Net Profit = €7.2mn 
B&T Holding 9,307,200 -354,756 8,952,444 71.62% 5,156,608 

New Investors 3,192,800 354,756 3,547,556 28.38% 2,043,392 

Total 12,500,000 0 12,500,000 100.00% 7,200,000 

       

"RS" Net Profit ≤ €6.4mn 
B&T Holding 9,307,200 -798,200 8,509,000 68.07% 4,356,608 

New Investors 3,192,800 798,200 3,991,000 31.93% 2,043,392 

Total 12,500,000 0 12,500,000 100.00% 6,400,000 
 

Source: SITI B&T, Value Track analysis 
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The company at a glance 
 
SITI B&T is a leading Italian based international provider of machinery / systems used in the 
production of ceramic products. Still 100% controlled by the founding families, with its €170mn and 
more revenues, ca. 600 employees (out of which 330 technicians worldwide), SITI B&T covers each 
and every phase of the ceramic manufacturing process standing out for technological know-how 
(over 100 active patents globally), a holistic coverage of the customers’ technological needs and a 
disciplined commercial approach. 
 

 

An international engineering provider focused on the ceramic industry 
With 2015FY pro-forma Group Revenues and EBITDA in excess of €170mn and  €17mn 
respectively, SITI B&T is a leading Italian based international provider of machinery / systems used 
in the production of ceramic products, selling B2B to both high-end and low-end ceramic producers.  

Key features of the company’s business model are: 

! Its complete coverage of the whole value chain, engineering machines for all the phases of the 
ceramic production process;  

! The outsourcing to strategic suppliers of most of machines manufacturing activity; 

making SITI B&T rather an engineering services and system integration firm focused on the 
ceramic industry.  

While ceramics include different products, SITI B&T is mainly focused on the following specific 
business segment:  

! Tiles machinery (>70% of total Group Revenues), the core business;  

! Sanitary-ware machinery (ca. 2% of total Group Revenues); 

!  Customer care services for clients (ca. 26% of total Group Revenues), mainly consisting in 
machine repairing and upgrading. 

From a geographical standpoint, SITI B&T features a well-balanced and diversified 
Revenues structure, with significant presence in all continents, none of which weighs more than 
one third of global sales.  

Accordingly, strategic customers include some of the most important ceramic producers worldwide, 
such as: 

! Marazzi, Atlas Concorde and Ceramiche Piemme in Italy; 

! Porcellanosa in Spain; 

! Lasselsberger in Austria; 

! Kerama Marazzi in Russia; 

! Kohler in the U.S.A.; 

! Ceramica Almeida in Brazil; 

! Lamosa in Mexico; 

! Platinum Ceramics and Niro Granite in Indonesia; 

and others – for a total of ca. 2,500 clients globally. 
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SITI B&T: Revenues breakdown 

By business line 

 

By geographical region 

 
Source: SITI B&T 

 

Ownership and Group structure 
Founded back in the early ‘60s and headquartered in Formigine (MO), SITI B&T Group is currently 
controlled at ca. 74% by the founding families (Barbieri e Tarozzi Holding S.p.A.) with the remaining 
26% as stock market free float deriving from the recent IPO. 

The Group has progressively developed itself by both organic growth and acquisition of assets / firms 
and is currently structured with many subsidiaries in charge of specific activities (e.g. digital design 
machines, finishing machines and so on) or specific foreign markets. 

A brief Group picture is as follows. (Please note that firms coloured in grey are in the process of being 
incorporated in others, as part of the reorganization that led to the IPO, while in light blue are the 
most recent acquisitions and dismissals). 

 

SITI B&T: Group structure  

 
Source: SITI B&T 
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Business model 
 
SITI B&T’s success relies on the following key cornerstones of its business model: 

1. Presence on the whole ceramic machinery value chain; 

2. Flexible output capacity; 

3. Focus on consultancy / engineering and system integration; 

5. Tight commercial discipline; 

6. Increasingly pro-active customer care; 

7. Widespread international presence; 

8. Exploitation of M&A opportunities. 
 

 

Presence on the whole ceramic machinery value chain  
SITI B&T provides ceramic producers with a full range of industrial machinery, covering each 
and every phase of the ceramic manufacturing process. Focused on the sub-segments of 
ceramic tiles and sanitary-ware, the company stands out for technological know-how, and holistic 
coverage of the customers’ technological needs.  

As a matter of fact, no competitor worldwide possesses such a complete coverage of the technological 
process. 

In order to understand the breadth of SITI B&T’s technological expertise, a typical production process 
for ceramic tiles is summarized hereafter. 

1. Raw material preparation. SITI B&T’s industrial mills are used for grinding clay, grit, and 
other materials that compose the raw blend that is the base for ceramic; 

2. Pressing. It is the most used technique for tile molding, and involves shaping the product by 
compression. The company engineers hydraulic presses for tile molding; 

3. Drying. In this phase, drying machines are used to reduce the content of water into the mold, so 
to best prepare it for the next phase; 

4. Enameling. Tiles are glazed and decorated onto enameling lines, with the purpose of enhancing 
their aesthetic (sheen, color) and technical features (water resistance, hardness); 

5. Digital printing. In addition, ceramics can be decorated (before and after the cooking phase), 
using digital printers of different dimensions; 

6. Burning (or Firing). Tiles are then cooked (“burned”) in large ovens, where the product 
undergoes chemical and physical transformations and develops a more resilient structure; 

7. Storage and handling. The company also provides machines for product storage and handling, 
as well as in-factory transportation (Laser Guided Vehicles, LGV); 

8. Cutting and trimming. Finally, tiles are cut and smoothed, so to obtain the final format to be 
sold; 

9. Choice and Palleting. The last quality controls are carried out, and tiles are packed into pallets 
for shipping. SITI B&T’s industrial lines can automate these operations. 

The technological cycle of sanitary-ware is quite similar, though some differences arise between the 
raw material preparation and drying phases. Indeed, molds for pressing are made out of special resins, 
for which the company owns a proprietary composition formula. 

While Tiles segment has always been the core business for SITI B&T, the penetration of the sanitary-
ware market was prompted by significant technological and commercial synergies. On one hand, the 
technology underlying the production cycle of sanitary-ware resembles that of tiles, and thus the 
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equipment is similar. On the other hand, customers who produce ceramic tiles are also often involved 
in the production of ceramic sanitary-ware as well, creating relevant cross-selling opportunities. 

 

SITI B&T: high-tech products launched on the market in the latest few months 

SUPERA by SITI B&T for XXL slabs production 

 

5th generation of INKJET decoration by Projecta 

 

Source: SITI B&T 

 

 

Being able to serve clients on an extremely wide range of necessities also increases the average value of 
orders executed. Indeed: 

! Complete systems for tiles production are sold in a range of €1.5mn to €3mn, and in a €3mn to 
€5mn range in case of large plants. Individual machines can cost up to €1.5mn; 

! Similarly to tiles equipment, sanitary-ware machines are sold either as a system or stand-alone. 
Holistic systems range in price from €3mn to €10mn, while individual machines sell for €0.15mn 
to €1mn. 

In the Tiles segment only, the company’s numbers are as follows: 

! 3,500 functioning ovens worldwide; 

! 2,500 installed presses worldwide; 

! 500 installed digital decoration machines; 

! 3,000 LGV operating globally; 

! 25,000 installed storage systems; 

! and an average of 4,000 burners-upgrades per year. 

 

 

Flexible output capacity 
A highly flexible production capacity is a key feature of the company. Most of the manufacturing 
for the engineered machines is outsourced to strategic suppliers (most of which in the Italian ceramic 
district), who usually partner up for multi-year contracts, and often cooperate on co-engineered 
projects.  

A disproof to the “outsourcing rule” is represented only by the three production facilities abroad, 
namely: 

! A regeneration facility in Spain;  

! A production facility for ovens and dryers in China, used to serve the Asian market;  
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! And a recently initiated plant in Brazil for cooking ovens. 

In particular: the Chinese and Brazilian factories are meant to produce lower-cost solutions, better 
suited to satisfy local producers; the Chinese regeneration plant is used to recover used machines and 
sell them on the limited second-hand market, mainly concentrated in India. 

 

SITI B&T: worldwide distribution of the production capacity  

 

Source: SITI B&T 

 

As a result, SITI B&T is primarily an engineering service company, with low operating leverage, 
and mostly variable production costs.  

Such a flexible structure enables the company not only to focus on the engineering and execution sides 
of the business (critical success factors in this area are design and engineering quality, completeness of 
the offer, customization, energy efficiency, and sometimes the chance for credit financing of the 
purchased plant), but also to hedge against low saturation of the production capacity – a 
concrete risk given demand seasonality, and that machines are large and infrequent purchases for SITI 
B&T’s customers.  

As a matter of fact, the company’s business shows a surprisingly high seasonality, with most of the 
annual orders concentrated in the second half of the year. We hint that this type of cycle is 
mainly determined downstream in the supply chain, namely by the seasonality in the business of 
ceramic producers. Since most orders for ceramic manufacturers are executed in Q1 and Q2 of the 
solar year, ceramic houses do not wish to have their production plants modified in that time frame; 
rather, they evaluate any need for capacity increment during the second quarter, and place orders to 
SITI B&T in Q3 or Q4 – in time to get new machines installed by the beginning of the following year 
(the average time for completing an order is 2 to 5 months for SITI B&T). Finally, a contribution to 
seasonality is also given by industry fairs, mostly concentrated in September. 
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Focus on consultancy / engineering and system integration 
SITI B&T’s business has little to do with the hard manufacturing and high capital intensity that one 
would expect; as a matter of fact, the company is a true engineering consultancy and system 
integration house.  

Indeed, with most of the production capacity being outsourced, SITI B&T retains internally only the 
phases with low capital intensity, namely: 

! Machines design and engineering; 

! Production of the software for machine management; 

! Shipment, assembly, installation, and testing of the machines; 

! System integration. 

This company’s expertise in machinery engineering is well reflected by the composition of its 
workforce and by the effort on product and processes innovation: 

! Composition of workforce - SITI B&T employs 600 persons out of which 330 technicians 
worldwide – i.e. ca. 35% of total personnel. 

! Effort on product and processes innovation - SITI B&T Group can also boast a proven track record of 
innovation and technological leadership in the field – holding over 100 active patents globally. Two clear 
examples are represented by innovations in ceramic-cooking technology and tiles digital design.  

On one hand, SITI B&T was the first provider worldwide to introduce last-generation burners, 
which allow for a drastic reduction in cooking times (namely, from 24 hours to 50 minutes), 
greatly enhancing the customer’s productivity.  

On the other hand, the recent acquisition of Projecta Engineering endowed the company’s offer 
with cutting edge digital design technology, which enables ceramic producers to create a virtually 
infinite variety of tiles decorations. In addition to that goes SITI B&T’s focus on energy efficiency, 
resulting in technological improvements that allow saving up to 30% in burning fuel consumption 
(just to name an example) – a relevant cost component of ceramic producers. 

Banking on its extensive expertise and complete coverage of the value chain, SITI B&T can offer to its 
customers not only the design, engineering and installation of production lines.  On the contrary, 
clients are provided with a full-consultancy package on how to better execute their production 
strategy, from raw material choices to ceramics realization.  

 

SITI B&T: Technological Centre 

Technological Centre in Formigine (MO), Italy 

 

  Raw materials study at the Technological Centre 

 

Source: SITI B&T 
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The process starts in SITI B&T’s Technological Centre, home of the R&D and technological 
development activities.  

Here, the latest technologies are in permanent exposition for customers, whose benefits lie not only in 
seeing and testing the equipment, but also encompassing a raw materials study.  

As a matter of fact, exploiting SITI B&T’s extensive expertise in the ceramic industry, clients are 
advised on which blends of materials are best suited to manufacture specific ceramic products. 

Further, the customer can test different blends and decorations, from raw materials to the finished 
good, as the technological center features a complete and fully functioning tiles production line. 

Value-added services are not limited to pre-sales consultancy, however. Clients are provided with 
technological assistance during system installation, and specific training on how to operate the 
machinery (either at the client’s facility or in the Technological Centre). 

 

Tight commercial discipline  
The company’s commercial strategy can be best described as focused and disciplined. More 
specifically, Group policies emphasize a meticulous attention on customer selection and on credit 
insurance:  

! Customer selection - if a customer is deemed not financially healthy enough to pay back 
credits, SITI B&T shall decide not to do business with it.  Evidently, such a careful approach to 
client selection brings both pros and cons. On one hand, revenues growth potential is not entirely 
exploited, but, on the other hand, there is the advantage of a limited credit risk and enhanced 
business stability.  
As a matter of fact, bad debt is very limited (<€1mn per annum) thus allowing the company to 
overcome the recent financial and credit crisis that struck the market in 2009.  

! Credit insurance - Consistently, ca. 75% of total account payables are covered either by 
insurance or letters of credit. 

As a result, the company serves a pool of ca. 2,500 active customers globally, many of which are 
recurring in nature when they need to upgrade their productive lines. Key clients are obviously 
different each year, since machinery purchases are long-term investments and not every year there is 
the necessity to upgrade / substitute the installed ones. 

We understand that negotiations are mainly private (>95%) while only a small part is due to tender 
offers. Each year, the company entertains talks with prospects for a total potential offer value of over 
€1bn. Excluding the prospects who decide not to invest, and accounting for negotiated discounts, the 
real offer for the company amounts to ca. €600mn per year on average.  

Based on SITI B&T’s approx. €170mn Revenues figure, we calculate a ca. 25% success rate on offer 
finalization. 

Once the order has been acquired, the following typical commercial cycle is usually spanned over 
six months and involves two phases: the pre-contract phase and the post-contract phase. 

! Pre-contract phase – It averages one month in length, and includes all the activities needed to 
define the contract basing on the clients’ need. Namely, the order undergoes a commercial and 
technical study, eventually achieving a technical validation. In this phase, the aforementioned 
pre-sales consultancy services are offered to the client. Delivery times, prices and payment type 
are then defined, and the order is formalized. 

Given the nature and the size of the orders, a specific team is set up for each of them. Teams 
include at least six people, dealing with the following aspects: an engineer for an a-priori 
assessment of the job; a salesman for the commercial handling of the deal; an engineer for 
designing the equipment; a project manager; a designer who oversees the entire product line; a 
specialist from the electronic department, who handles the software integration. 
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! Post-contract phase – It spans over the remaining 5 months, starting with the launch of the 
job: SITI B&T’s engineers design the machines, define the bills of materials, and place production 
orders to the involved suppliers. Simultaneously, a down payment of 15% of the final price is 
required to the client.  

The following manufacturing and assembly of the machines by third party outsourcers typically 
last three months, during which the machines are delivered to the client in different slots (from 
three to five), and a proportional share of the order price is invoiced (60% on average).  

The last step is the installation and testing of the system at the factory of the customer (joined 
with technical training as previously described), after which the remaining part of revenue is 
invoiced. 

 

Increasingly pro-active customer care 
As a matter of fact, equipment in ceramic production suffers a high wearing rate, making repair 
services a necessary part of the offer. Moreover, as machines can last up to 20 years (conditional to 
proper maintenance being performed), upgrading is also important, allowing customers to achieve, 
among other things: 

! +10% in productivity and reliability on hydraulic presses; 

! -30% energy consumption on cooking ovens; 

! Better automation and flexibility of the handling and transportation systems. 

We estimate that annual revenues from customer care amount to ca. 5% of the installed plants value.  
As a result, Customer Care accounts for ca. 25% of total Group Revenues, though it enjoys nearly 
double margins with respect to equipment production. Indeed, we estimate that ca. 40% of total 
Group EBITDA comes from the after-market activity. 

By providing repair services for all its customers (and even for some rivals’ customers) SITI B&T is 
able to significantly enhance client loyalty.  

Critical success factors in the after-market are fast and widespread technical assistance services, as 
well as repairing and upgrading offer featuring short payback times. To fulfill these requirements, the 
company owns local warehouses in most served countries, so to grant short service times and enjoy 
low transportation costs. This is supported by a twofold technical service structure, composed by an 
internal technical repair force and a global network of external technicians. 

Customer loyalty and proprietary technology are used as an entry barrier: since SITI B&T owns the 
equipment design process, its machines are hard to repair with standard components, and the need 
for the right proprietary modules is very compelling. 

 

Widespread international presence 
SITI B&T serves ceramic producers worldwide through six commercial and customer care offices, 
located in Germany, Turkey, Russia, Iran, Algeria and Thailand.  

In addition to that, SITI B&T controls six foreign subsidiaries, namely in Mexico, Spain, Egypt, India, 
Singapore and Indonesia, operating exclusively as commercial and customer care branches.  

While most of the production is outsourced to strategic suppliers in the Italian ceramic district, some 
of the manufacturing is realized by foreign production sites in China and Brazil, who also 
provide commercial and customer care services for their respective areas. 
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SITI B&T: International presence  

 

Source: SITI B&T 

 

Exploitation of M&A opportunities 
The original B&T Group started as a third party supplier back in early ‘60s and only later on expanded 
its reach over the value chain of ceramic manufacturing, eventually becoming a globally recognized 
provider of machinery for every phase of the production process.  

Such an expansion was partly organic and partly achieved through a successful stream of acquisitions 
of companies specialized on specific segments of the ceramic value chain. This shrewd acquisition 
strategy involved (and still does) bidding for companies that were often in financial struggle, hence 
executing successful turnarounds and paying back both financially and strategically the investment.  

A milestone in this M&A strategy was the 2006 acquisition of SITI, a well-known brand in the field of 
ceramic machinery, thus leading to the rise of the current SITI B&T Group. 

 

SITI B&T: a growth by acquisitions 

 
Source: SITI B&T 
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The latest deals executed by the company are: 

! Acquisition of Projecta Engineering (2010). Projecta is controlled with a 52% stake, and 
owns itself Digital Design S.r.l. (62.5% control level).  

The company engineers and assembles machinery for tiles digital design. As of today, SITI B&T 
does not foresee any stake increment in Projecta. 

! Dismissal of SIR (2015). SIR, a provider of robotics industrial solutions, was acquired by B&T 
Group in 1988. In 2015, SITI B&T decided for a disinvestment as the company was no longer 
considered a strategic asset.  

The deal has reduced SITI B&T Group Revenues by ca. €20mn. 

! Acquisition of Ancora S.p.A. (2015). Leading provider of machines for tiles cut and 
finishing, Ancora consists in a group of 5 companies (among which Ancora itself), whose 
acquisition allows SITI B&T to complete its coverage of the ceramic value chain.  

The deal increases SITI B&T Group Revenues by ca. €20mn thus offsetting SIR disposal. 

To be precise, SITI B&T so far has acquired a 80% stake only in Ancora, with the remaining 20% 
being subject to a put/call agreement expiring early 2019 (see the paragraph on Financials for 
more details on Ancora acquisition). 

Worthy to be noticed, the Group was able to finance all the acquisitions in the latest ten years (i.e. 
SITI, Projecta, Ancora) without any capital injection and maintaining a balanced net financial position 
to date. If we further consider the losses occurred during the 2009 market crash, again covered 
through internal financing, it is clear how the company enjoyed good cash generation in the last 
decade. 
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The reference market 
 
Italian based Ceramic Machinery producers entail a 51% global share of a market worth some €3.6bn. 

After the downturn related to 2009 crisis, the market has recently got back to its pre-crisis level 
driven by export to high growing countries and by new technologies in the field of Digital decoration 
and Finishing. 

As far as future years are concerned, we expect market growth rates to remain positive, even if with 
less momentum compared to 2014 and 2015, as an effect of: 1) a >5% CAGR in global demand for 
tiles, 2) demand for product innovation (materials, shape, decoration, finishing), 3) demand for 
process innovation (energy savings, smaller batches, lower lead-time). 
 

 

Worldwide Ceramic Machinery market: €3.6bn annual revenues 
Despite the difficulty in getting precise figures (especially for the domestic Chinese market), the 2014 
worldwide ceramic machinery market has been estimated to be worth some €3.6bn with 
Italian players calculated to account for revenues in excess of €1.8bn (€2.0bn as of 2015FY), i.e. by 
far the global leaders with ca. 51% market share, followed by the high growing Chinese players 
(28% market share). 

 

Worldwide market share in Ceramic Machinery supply 

 

Source: SITI B&T 

 

Italian players: 51% global market share 
As far as the €1.8bn 2014FY revenues generated by Italian players are concerned, we can distinguish 
two main features: 1) focus on tiles machinery; 2) extremely high weight of export: 

1. Focus on tiles machinery as they account for roughly 84% of total (€1.54bn), while the 
remaining 16% can be split as follows: 

! Heavy clay - 6.1%; 

! Sanitaryware - 5.5%; 

! Refractory ceramics - 2.5%; 

! Technical ceramics - 1.4%; 

! Tableware - 0.5%. 
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2. Extremely high weight of export, accounting for €1.4bn, i.e. 74% of total, while domestic 
market is worth “only” some €0.44bn. Analyzing the geographical breakdown of such €1.4bn export 
figure we note that: 

! In Middle East, East Asia and Others Asia (covering about 43% of total Italian Exports), Italian 
machines remain extremely well positioned despite the stronger and stronger presence of Chinese 
competitors; 

! Middle East, East Europe and North America have registered the highest growth rates in the 
2010-14 period (see the following chart also highlighting, in brackets, the CAGR for the period 
2010-14). 

 

Geographical breakdown of Italian export of Ceramic Machinery 

 

Source: 23rd national Statistical Survey conducted by ACIMAC; OTHERS ASIA: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar, 

Brunei, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Korea, Philippines, Japan, India, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, 

Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam. MIDDLE EAST: Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, UAE, Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Israel, Kuwait, 

Lebanon, Qatar, Oman, Syria, Turkey, Yemen. EAST ASIA: China, Hong Kong, Taiwan. NORTH AMERICA: NAFTA area. 

 

 

 

 

Eventually back at the pre-crisis level 
Focusing our attention on machinery for tiles and for sanitary-ware produced by Italian players, we 
note that demand of both types of machinery experienced a drop in 2009 as a consequence of the 
general economic crisis and that the following recovery has been uneven across the various segments. 
Indeed: 

! In the 2009-14 period, Tiles machinery grew at a 10% CAGR for both domestic and export 
segments; 

! In the same period, Sanitary-ware machinery experienced a 19% CAGR at the export level, while 
domestic turnover decreased at a negative -9% CAGR.  
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2008-14 trend in Tiles and Sanitary-ware machine markets 

 

 
Source: SITI B&T elaborations on 21st and 23rd national Statistical Survey conducted by ACIMAC. 

 

As an effect of the above mentioned trends, the whole Italian (i.e. produced by Italian players) ceramic 
machinery market has returned back to pre-crisis level, with a ca. +7% YoY growth, driven by 
both Export (+1.6% YoY at its all-time high level) and Domestic business (+28.2% YoY). 

In terms of sub-segments, we underline that machines for Digital decoration (+28.1% YoY) and 
Finishing machines (+20.8% YoY) were the highest growing ones while Traditional 
decoration is instead declining (-13.5% YoY).  

 

Breakdown of Italian Ceramic Machinery market growth by sub-segment 

!
Source: SITI B&T elaborations on 21st and 23rd national Statistical Survey conducted by ACIMAC. (**) Includes Purification systems, 
Quality and process control, Engineering, Laboratory instruments. The size of the bubbles indicates the turnover of each machinery family. 

Glazing and dec. 

Digital decoration 
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2015 at all time high and 2016E expected to stabilize 
2015 has maintained a very healthy growth pace with Italian ceramic machinery producers revenues 
estimated in excess of €2bn i.e. an all-time high value driven by both export (+9% YoY with Iran, 
Turkey and Middle East countries booming) and domestic business (+6% YoY). 2016E is seen as a 
consolidation year. Main drivers of demand should be the following: 

1. Increasing demand for tiles 

Global consumption of tiles is expected to grow with a 5.6% CAGR14-16E in volumes, reaching 13.1 bn 
square meters in 2016E.  North Africa, Middle East (Iran above all) and NAFTA regions should be the 
best performing regions, while Russia and China on the opposite should be laggards. Western Europe 
is estimated to have registered a modest recovery in 2015 and 2016E (+1.1%, +2.7%) after a 
contraction period.  

 

Worldwide tiles consumption in the 2012-16E period  

 
Source: SITI B&T elaborations on Prometeia data as of December 2014 

 

2. Tiles product innovation 

The global Tiles market is dichotomized between low value producers (mainly Chinese and Indian 
ones) selling their product at an average €3 / square meter and high value producers (mainly Italian 
ones) reaping an average €14 / square meter. This latter category need to constantly innovate their 
product range in terms of materials, shape, decorations, finishing, in order not being diluted. 

Obviously the higher the positioning of the final product and the more important is the technological 
updating of machines. From this point of view we underline that Italian companies have always been 
important technological partners for developing new products, therefore their recovery is expected to 
contribute to the development of new technological solutions. 

3. Process innovation 

In order to remain competitive, ceramic producers also need to constantly maintain an efficient and 
flexible cost structure. This leads to an increasing demand for new machines capable to: 

! Reduce lead-time and allow for smaller batches; 

! Allow energy cost savings thanks to energy consumption reduction (drying, firing). This is a 
particularly important demand driver especially in emerging markets. 
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SITI B&T’s competitive positioning 
 
SITI B&T differentiates from its competitors thanks to a wider coverage of the value chain and to a 
more disciplined commercial approach. These levers are, for the time being, more suited for 
competition in high value markets where innovation and customer care (and not discount pricing) 
are the rules of the game. 
 
 

SITI B&T vs. its key competitors 
Based on 2014FY figures for SITI B&T Group Revenues and for Italian Ceramic Machinery producers’ 
aggregate turnover, we calculate a ca. 9% SITI B&T market share (ca. 4.6% on a global level). 

Compared to its main competitors (mainly coming from Italy, Spain and China), we believe that SITI 
B&T differentiates on the following points: 

! Wider coverage of the value chain with in-house capabilities; 

! Technological leadership as demonstrated by the recent development of new energy-efficient 
technologies capable of reducing by 30% fuel consumption; 

! More disciplined commercial policy. 

 

Ceramic Machinery competitors: Market Positioning 

 
Source: SITI B&T 
* Estimated revenues in the Tile machinery business         *** Figures as of 2013FY 

 

In terms of operating profitability, we note that market players that are specialised in Digital 
decoration, such as Kerajet and E.F.J. Cretaprint, have EBITDA margin higher than the average (at ca. 
20%).  On the contrary, integrated players such as SITI B&T and SACMI, enjoy ca. 10% EBITDA 
margin. For KEDA and Guangdong, gross contribution margin is available instead of EBITDA margin, 
therefore they are not truly comparable with the other players. 
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Ceramic Machinery competitors: Key Financial Performances 

 
Source: Value Track elaborations on 21st and 23rd national Statistical Survey conducted by ACIMAC.  

 

Competitive drivers 
As far as the main competitive drivers are concerned, we believe that it is necessary to distinguish 
two different competitive arenas: 1) High value / Low growth markets, 2) Low value / High growth 
ones. 

High value / Low growth markets 

These are the markets where European players such as SITI B&T are more competitive as 
customers pay more attention to quality, technology and innovation and are willing to pay higher 
prices since they can sell their final products at a premium.  

As an effect, on these markets the main competitive drivers are: 

! Customization; 

! Engineering; 

! Customer care; 

! Financing. 

Low value / High growth ones  

Non-European players (mainly Chinese ones) are very strong in these markets (China, India) where 
price is valued more than innovation as the final product is sold at a discount. Here, the main 
competitive drivers are: 

! Price; 

! Customer care; 

! Technical features such as robustness and, increasingly, energy consumption reduction 
capabilities. 

European players aiming to be competitive in these markets have to offer good “value for money” 
machines, maybe by: a) delocalising part of production, b) increasing their cost efficiency, c) setting up 
local customer care branches. 
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Growth Strategy 
 
SITI B&T’s group strategy is clear and straightforward, i.e. to keep investing ca. €40mn in a four-
year period with the purpose to expand its market share, while preserving / enhancing the current 
profitability (net of acquisitions) and maintaining a very low level of bad debt. To do so, the 
company plans to act in three directions: 

1. Continuing investments in R&D; 

2. Bolstering the international presence on production, commercial and customer care sides; 

3. Further growing by acquisitions. 

We see both the first and the second strategic guidelines as easily achievable by the company. As far 
as the possible acquisitions, we believe that the company has proven, in the past, to be able to 
integrate / restructure acquired assets in an efficient way, but visibility is obviously lower. 
 
 

1. Continuing investments in R&D 
SITI B&T aims to maintain its technological leadership along the value chain, and to defend margins 
by optimizing the engineering phase, enhancing the technological content, and increasing the revenue 
stream from new products. So ca. €10mn i.e. 25% of the total 2016E-19E investment budget should be 
destined to these purposes.  

The main R&D projects where the Group is focused are as follows: 

! Improving the Technological Centre, so to offer even better pre-sales consultancy services to 
clients; 

! Developing new machines for larger formats (target to achieve a ca. 25% productivity increase); 

! New set of machines for dry squaring and finishing; 

! New technologies for digital decoration. 

 

SITI B&T: high-tech products launched on the market in the latest few months 

New DRY SQUARING machine by Ancora 

 

New high pressure casting beam machine for high 
productivity for sanitary production by B&T White 

 

 

Source: SITI B&T 
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2. Bolstering the international presence on production, commercial and customer 
care sides 
Again, ca. €10mn i.e. 25% of the total 2016-19 investment budget should be destined to the 
strengthening of the international presence of the Group, both on the production and on the 
commercial side. 

SITI B&T is aware that in order to efficiently address some high growing but low value markets, a local 
production capacity is needed. This is the case of the Chinese and Brazilian markets.  

As far as China is concerned, a new production plant is under construction in Gaoming, which will 
span over 8,000 square meters, overdoing the existing Foshan facility (4,000 square meters).  

The plant is expected to be completed in 2016, and will encompass all the production activity that is 
currently located in Foshan. 

 

SITI B&T: new production plant in Gaoming, China 

 
Source: SITI B&T  

 

At the same time, a revamp effort is undergoing also in Brazil where the local subsidiary should start 
assembling and finalizing ad hoc machinery for the local market also with the aim to access relevant 
state-aids (namely, the possibility to have customers financed by the Brazilian state in their 
purchases). 

In addition to the above-mentioned special projects, a continuous attention is given to further 
development of the international customer care network. 

To this end, new commercial branches are to be opened. The latest one is in Singapore and adds to 
those in India, Indonesia, Egypt, and Hong Kong, while the Mexican branch is going to be 
restructured. Additionally, SITI B&T plans for the expansion of the local sales network. 

3. Further growing by acquisitions 
Overall, 50% of the total 2016E-19E investment budget (€20mn) should be destined to 
acquisitions, highlighting the importance that market consolidation has in SITI B&T’s expansion 
strategy. 

SITI B&T pursues a consolidation strategy in a relatively fragmented industry, boosting market share 
through acquisitions (in both the tiles and sanitary-ware segments), and exploiting greater scale 
economies in the commercial side of the business. 

In the sanitary-ware suppliers market, SITI B&T aims at bidding for assets able to bring along relevant 
brand and technology. However, no formal talk is in place yet;  

For what concerns tiles, the company plans to act as a consolidator in the digital decoration sub-
segment. This would enable SITI B&T to exploit significant scale economies – primarily to be realized 
in enhanced purchasing power over print-heads suppliers.  
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SWOT Analysis 
 

Strengths 
! Proprietary know-how and consolidated technological leadership along the entire ceramics 

production process allowing a one-stop shop presence towards clients; 

! Flexible production model, mostly based on outsourcing, consistent with the nature of the 
business, namely large and infrequent orders by each client; 

! Consolidated long-term relationship with strategic suppliers and clients, often resulting in co-
engineered projects; 

! Disciplined commercial policy resulting in very low bad debt level; 

! Strong competitive positioning in foreign markets (especially European ones where the 
competition is based on quality and service). 

 

Weaknesses 
! Mid-Low self-financing capability; 

! Lower margins compared to players specialised in Digital design segment; 

! High incidence of working capital; 

! Improvable competitive positioning in non-European market where the competition is based on 
price. 

 

Opportunities 
! New demand generated by improvements in product technology, and the need for energy 

efficiency, smaller batches and shorter lead time; 

! Growing construction industry in NAFTA and Asia areas; 

! Revenues increase potential in the after-market segment, also thanks to progressive introduction 
of remote control and assistance; 

! Growing demand for digital decoration and finishing machines. 
 

Threats 
! Growth is concentrated in markets far from Europe; 

! Commercial policy of Italian competitors, keen in heavily financing their clients; 

! Price-based competition in Asian fast growing markets could erode margins and belittle 
technological advantages. 
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Historical Financials: a medium term analysis 
 
From a financial point of view, SITI B&T Group is characterized by a well balanced revenues 
structure among the various product segments, with Tiles and Sanitaryware accounting for ca. 75% 
of total and Customer Care accounting for the remaining 25% on average.  

Extensive outsourcing to third party suppliers makes the costs structure highly variable and the 
operating leverage not as high as one would expect leading to fairly stable “organic” profitability 
ratios (EBITDA margin at ca. 10% of Net Sales and EBIT margin at ca. 8.5% of Net Sales). 

Net Debt stands well within reasonable level (€36.5mn as of 2015YE, i.e. pre-IPO proceeds) thanks to 
the company cash generation capability, used along the years to pay back acquisitions’ debt and 
absorb financial downturns. 
 
Analyzing SITI B&T’ financial features on a medium term perspective leads us to highlight the 
following key points: 

! Revenues are volatile but usually well balanced; 

! The operating leverage is not as high as the business activity would suggest; 

! Operating margins are, historically, quite stable; 

! Working Capital has the biggest role in the Invested Capital structure; 

! Operating Cash Flow has almost entirely financed the growth via acquisition strategy. 

Revenues: Volatile but Well Balanced 
The intrinsic volatility of the business with “jumbo” orders sometimes makes YoY comparisons 
hard to be performed.  However it is easy to highlight how, well growing until 2007FY, the company 
was harshly hit by the 2008-09 global crisis, which strongly struck the housing and construction 
markets on which the ceramists’ business – and, as a consequence, SITI B&T’s business – crucially 
depends.  

Indeed, Revenues showed three different trends in the past decade:  

! Positive momentum until 2007FY included, when the company recorded an all-time high 
level of Sales – at ca. €180mn;  

! Steep decline in the 2007-10FY period, with growth turning negative in 2008, and 
Revenues hitting the lowest point in absolute value in 2009 and 2010 FY at slightly less than 
€100mn;  

! Steady recovery from 2010FY to 2014FY, which brought the company’s Sales almost back 
to pre-crisis levels.  To be more precise, the maximum rebound was achieved in 2013FY thanks to 
a one-off boom of slate-processing machinery sales in Spain; anyhow, the amount of systems 
provided to local slate producers were sufficient to saturate the market – and thus those sales will 
not recur from now on. 

 

SITI B&T: Group Revenues composition and evolution (IT GAAP, pre-IPO perimeter) 
€mn 2010FY 2011FY 2012FY 2013FY 2014FY 

Tiles 68.9 113.6 112.2 133.2 111.4 

Sanitaryware  1.2   7.3   4.5   2.6   3.9  

Customer care  28.3   30.3   34.5   37.2   43.8  

Total Group Revenues       98.4        151.2        151.2        173.0  159.1 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
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In terms of business segments, Generic Tiles machinery steadily represents the largest 
source of revenue, averaging 45% of total in the latest years. Customer care revenues are also 
significant, accounting for 25% of total on average. Digital design machinery’s contribution grew 
constantly as a percentage of total sales, topping 20% in 2014FY. Robotics, the division that SIR was 
in charge of, accounted for 12% of total, until 2014FY dismissal. In the same year Finishing machinery 
were introduced, thanks to Ancora’s acquisition, almost entirely replacing the revenues lost with SIR 
disposal. Finally, Sanitaryware has a relatively low incidence, weighing historically only 2%-3% of 
total sales. 

 

SITI B&T: Group Revenues breakdown by business segment (IT GAAP, pre-IPO perimeter) 

 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 

 

Operating Leverage: not as high as one would expect 
Machinery producers are typically characterised by a very high operating leverage, both in good and 
bad times.  

SITI B&T Group is only partially in line with these features. Indeed, in the 2005-10 period the 
EBITDA margin has proven to be more elastic than revenues, growing stronger during rallies, and 
falling harder during downturns.  

However, starting as of 2010 the operating leverage has diminished as an effect of the 
high degree of outsourcing to third party suppliers making the cost structure more variable. 

 

SITI B&T: Historical CAGR for Revenues and EBITDA (IT GAAP, pre-IPO perimeter) 

Italian GAAP 2005-07 2007-10 2010-14 

Revenue CAGR ≈ 24% ≈ -15% ≈ 11% 

EBITDA CAGR ≈ 50% ≈ -31% ≈ 11% 

Median EBITDA margin ≈ 9% ≈ 8% ≈ 10% 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
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As further evidence on this point, we underline that COGS (i.e. costs that are -by definition- variable) 
account for the most part of total recurring operating expenses, namely ca. 59% in 2013FY and 
2014FY.  

 

SITI B&T: Operating Costs structure (*)  

Item 
% on total Opex 

2013 2014 

COGS 59% 59% 

SG&A 23% 20% 

Labour costs 17% 19% 

D&A 2% 2% 

Total 100% 100% 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
(*) Based on pro-forma IAS figures related to the new consolidation perimeter 

 

Operating Profitability: 8%-10% EBITDA margin is the rule 
We underlined in a previous paragraph how market players that are specialised in Digital Decoration 
enjoy EBITDA margin higher than the average (at ca. 20%) while, on the contrary, Integrated players 
such as SITI B&T enjoy ca. 8%-10% EBITDA margin, as 2005-14 historical figures demonstrate.  

 

SITI B&T: Historical EBITDA and EBITDA margin evolution (IT GAAP, pre-IPO perimeter) 

 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 

 

2013-14 pro-forma fiscal years (IAS, new consolidation perimeter), indeed, are in line with this 
“rule of thumb” if we point at the recurring “organic” EBITDA margin that stood, in our 
reclassification, at 9.7% and 9.8% (€16.4mn and €15.8mn in absolute returns) 
respectively. However, it’s important to underline that a number of factors, most of which non-
recurring, led to a higher Reported EBITDA margin in 2013FY (11.9%) and to a lower one in 2014FY 
(7.0%). 
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Indeed, 2013 Reported EBITDA (€18.8mn) needs –in our view- the following adjustments: 

! The aforementioned one-off boom of slate-processing machinery sales contributed for €+1.2mn; 

! The transition from Italian GAAP to IAS/IFRS determines a shift of €0.6mn from EBITDA 
2014FY to EBITDA 2013FY, due to different Revenues recognition accounting principles; 

! Some non-recurring savings on operating costs, such as the prestigious industry fair 
“Tecnoargilla” (only held on even years), also played a role. 

As far as 2014FY Reported EBITDA (€11.3mn) is concerned, we deem reasonable to apply adjustments 
mainly related to restructuring expenses for the newly acquired Ancora: 

! Firstly, a €-1.9mn inventory write-down at the Ancora level was operated by the newly-appointed 
Board of Directors in February 2015; 

! Secondly, a decreased incidence of raw material costs for Ancora (-7%) has already been achieved 
in the first semester of 2015FY, resulting in 2014FY showing a €-1.3mn cost contribution that will 
no longer compress margin; 

! Finally, other non-recurring operating costs deriving from Ancora’s unprofitable condition were 
included. Among these, an excessive personnel cost that SITI B&T has already tackled by 
initiating a lay-over plan for 20 employees. This has led to redundancy expenses but the positive 
side of the coin is that part of the production capacity will be outsourced from now on, so to 
achieve great flexibility and lower operating leverage. 

 

SITI B&T: Organic and Reported EBITDA evolution 2013-14 (*)  

 
Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
(*) Based on pro-forma IAS figures related to the new consolidation perimeter 
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Net Working Capital: Volatile but always the main component of Capital Employed 
Concerning the Capital Employed (CE), Net Working Capital is indeed a primary component, 
accounting, on average, for ca. 70% of Capital Employed (30%-35% if we consider Net Trading 
Working Capital only). 

 

SITI B&T: reclassified balance sheet (*)  

€mn 2013FY 2014FY 

Net Working Capital 48.4 58.6 
Fixed Assets 27.8 28.1 
Long-Term non Financial Liabilities -5.7 -4.0 
Capital Employed 70.6 82.7 
matched by   
Equity 38.8 44.1 
Net Financial Position -31.8 -38.6 

 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
(*) Based on pro-forma IAS figures related to the new consolidation perimeter 

 

 

As far as Working Capital structure is concerned, some observations are worth making: 

! Ca. 75% of account receivables are typically covered by either insurance or letter of credit; 

! Inventories are primarily raw materials and spare parts dedicated to customer care business; 

! Work in progress, which also has a share in inventories composition, mainly consists in active 
orders, not yet ready to be shipped; 

! A €7.5mn cash in related to a pro-soluto factoring finalized as of December 2013 has positively 
impacted 2013 year-end figure and, vice versa, affected the YoY comparison 2014FYvs. 2013FY;  

! As expected, Working Capital weight on total Revenues tends to be negatively correlated with 
Revenues evolution. 

 

 

SITI B&T: 2014FY inventories breakdown (*) 
  

 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
(*) Based on pro-forma IAS figures related to the new consolidation perimeter 
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SITI B&T: Trade NWC % on Sales (IT GAAP, pre-IPO perimeter) 

 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T figures 

 

Operating Free Cash Flow generation entirely covering cash out for acquisitions 
In order to assess SITI B&T’s “organic” cash generation capability, we analysed the cumulated 
2006-14 Cash Flow Statements (IT GAAP, Old Consolidation Perimeter), which highlight that: 

! The cumulated after-tax “organic” Operating Free Cash Flow (i.e. Free Cash Flow to Firm) 
was positive for roughly €40mn, i.e. a ca. €4.5mn per annum. This as a results of: 

o Net Working Capital requiring the greatest amount of cash over time, namely ca. €5mn per 
annum on average; 

o Recurring Capital Expenditure being limited to an average of ca. €2mn per year;  

! The cumulated “organic” Free Cash Flow to Equity was positive for ca. €20mn, i.e. a ca. 
€2.25mn per annum. This as a result of.  

o Payment of ca. €16m cumulated financial interests; 

o Payment of ca. €4m cumulated dividends. 

! The cumulated “reported” FCFE stood negative at ca. €-16mn. This was due to a €36mn 
net cash out related to M&A activity over the period, segmented as follow: 

o The acquisition of SITI (2007), which was priced at €16.8mn (100% control) and implied a 
€30.0mn Account Receivables absorption from SITI’s financials; 

o A €15mn cash in for the sale and lease-back deal of SITI, B&T and SITI B&T trademarks 
(2009); 

o A €16.2mn cash in for the sale of two real estate assets (2009 and 2010); 

o The acquisition of Projecta Engineering S.r.l. (2010) which implied a €4.0mn cash out; 

o Some €9.4mn capital losses on operating assets; 

o Some €6.8mn additional cash out related to minor M&A activities (over 9 years). 
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SITI B&T: 2006-14 Cumulated Cash Flow generation (IT GAAP, pre-IPO perimeter) 

 

Source: Value Track Analysis 
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Focus on 2015FY results 
 
2015FY confirmed a positive trend for the company. Group Net Revenues stood at €171.5mn (+7.6% 
YoY), EBITDA achieved the €17.3mn level (+52.7% YoY, +8.9% YoY if we consider the Adjusted 
values) and Net Profit more than tripled at €5.7mn (+273% YoY, +143% YoY if we consider the 
Adjusted values). Net Debt position is under control (€36.5mn) and even improved vs. 2014YE. 
 
 

Before analysing the company 2015FY performance we underline that 2014FY-15FY figures are based 
on IAS principles and that the YoY comparison is based on a pro-forma consolidation perimeter. 
Indeed: 

! Effects of the transition to IAS principles. The Group was historically used to report its 
financial accounts according to Italian GAAP and –apart from the recently approved 2015FY 
figures- only 2013-14 fiscal years figures are now available according to IAS principles. By the 
way, the transition from Italian GAAP to IAS/IFRS determined a different Revenues recognition 
methodology and led to the inclusion, among Revenues, of a ca. €1.2mn per annum capital gain 
related to a sale & lease back deal finalized some years ago; 

! Changes in the consolidation perimeter. We note that the company that up to 2014FY has 
acted as holding / parent company of the Group (Barbieri & Tarozzi Holding S.p.A.), has been not 
included in the IPO perimeter. On top of this, some assets have been sold and others have been 
acquired in the latest two years, with the latters requiring a heavy restructuring effort. More in 
details:  

o Ancora S.p.A. 80% stake was acquired in February 2015;  

o SIR S.p.A. 100% stake was dismissed in March 2015;  

o In March 2015, the 52% stake in Projecta Engineering was transferred from B&T Holding 
S.p.A. to SITI B&T Group S.p.A. through a share capital increase. 

 

SITI B&T Group: new consolidation perimeter 

 
Source: SITI B&T  
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Getting back to SITI B&T figures, we note that the following items have characterized SITI’s FY2015 
Profit & Loss performance: 

! Group Net Revenues topped €171.5mn (+7.6% YoY) with Total Value of Production at €182.6mn; 

! EBITDA Reported up +53% YoY at €17.3mn (EBITDA Adjusted at €17.2mn); 

! EBIT Reported +77% YoY at €13.1mn (EBIT Adjusted €14.1mn); 

! Group Net Profit more than tripled at €5.7mn (Adjusted Net Profit €6.0mn). 

 

SITI B&T: 2014-15 Income Statement (IAS, based on new pro-forma consolidation perimeter) 

€mn 2014FY 2015FY YoY % Change 

Group Net Revenues 159.3 171.5 +7.6%  

Other 5.0 11.1 +123%  

Total Value of Production 164.3 182.6 +11.1%  

Operating costs -153.0 -165.3 +8.0%  

EBITDA Reported 11.3 17.3 +52.7%  

EBITDA Margin 6.9% 9.5% +37.7%  
D&A -3.9 -4.2 +7.7%  

EBIT Reported 7.4 13.1 +76.7%  

EBIT Margin 4.5% 7.2% +60.0%  

Net Financial Charges -1.5 -1.9 +18.8%  

Pre-tax Profit 6.0 11.2 +86.7%  

Taxes -2.4 -4.2 +75%  

Tax Rate 39.4% 37.5% -5.0%  

Profit gross of minorities 3.6 7.0 +93.2%  

Minorities -2.1 -1.3 -39.2%  

Group Net Profit 1.5 5.7 +273%  

Group Adjusted Net Profit 2.5 6.0 +143%  
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 

 

Group Net Revenues +7.6% YoY at €171.5mn. Value of Production at €182.6mn 
With Group Net Revenues growing +7.6% YoY to €171.5mn and Total Value of Production up +11.1% 
YoY at €182.6m, the company confirmed its 2010-14 positive trend driven by the increase in the 
volume of orders.  The difference of ca. €11mn between Group Revenues and Value of Production 
comes mainly from the change in stock due to the differences in consolidation perimeter (ca. €4.5mn), 
the capital gain on trademark sale and lease back (ca. €1.25mn), state contributions (ca. €1.2mn) and 
the increase in R&D funding (ca. €2.1mn).  

EBITDA Margin “Rule of thumb” respected again 
As well as for Sales also EBITDA increased for FY2015 topping €17.3mn (+52.7% YoY, +8.9% YoY for 
Adjusted values). Marginality (9.4% for Adjusted EBITDA) has remained in line, as well as for the past 
years, with the “rule of thumb” of the 8%-10% range. 
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EBIT highly impacted by R&D depreciation policy  
EBIT figure for FY2015 has achieved a €13.1mn level (+76.7% YoY, 7.2% margin vs 4.5% as of 
2014FY), a value that could have been even higher if not impacted by the acceleration of R&D 
investments that led to higher amortization rates charges. 

High weight of minorities 
Below the EBIT line a point that deserves attention on the last years’ figures is the high weight of 
minorities, which are essentially due to the 48% of Projecta Engineering S.r.l. not held by SITI B&T 
Group. In 2014YE, €2.1mn out of €3.6mn Profit were owed to minorities, leaving €1.5mn Net Profit 
for the Group’s shareholders (€2.5mn on an Adjusted basis). In FY2015 €1.3mn out of €7mn were 
owed to minorities, leaving €5.7mn for the Group’s shareholders (€6.04mn on an Adjusted basis). 

As far as this point is concerned, we note that despite the fact that Ancora is, for the time being, only 
80% owned, no minority charge has been posted at the P&L and Balance Sheet level as the remaining 
20% of Ancora should be compulsory acquired in 2019E, when a put-call option in place for such stake 
will expire. During a pre-set time frame (from 16/01/2019 until 16/02/2019), both Ancora and SITI 
B&T can force the sale of the remaining 20%, given the strike price, which will be determined as 
follows: 

! If the average EBITDA of the best three years between 2014 and 2017 (included) will exceed 
€2.5mn, the strike price will be determined either through market multiples or through the asset-
based method, upon choice of the seller; 

! Otherwise, a floor is granted at €1.48mn. 

Concerning Projecta, SITI B&T does not anticipate any stake increment in the foreseeable future. 

Net Profit more than tripled even if hit by one-off tax items 
Another point that deserved attention on the last years’ figures is the high Tax Rate, that had indeed a 
heavy incidence eating up an average of 38% Pre-tax Profit in the last years, mainly due to the burden 
of ca. €1mn non tax deductible goodwill charge. Worthy of notice, 2014FY was the latest year affected 
by such goodwill charge. However, in 2015FY, another one-off item of €0.32mn related to a non 
recurring tax fine affected the Net Profit, which topped €5.7mn (+273% YoY, +143% on an Adjusted 
basis). 

 

Moving to SITI B&T Balance Sheet performance, we underline the following two points:  

! Effective management of Working Capital evolution; 

! Net Financial Position remaining steadily under control. 

Effective management of Working Capital evolution 
A very positive result for SITI B&T in FY15 has been the management of Working Capital evolution 
keeping the cash absorption within a considerable range even in presence of such a strong growth. 

 

SITI B&T: Net Working Capital Evolution 

€mn 2014FY 2015FY 

Net Working Capital 58.6 57.7 

As % on Group Net Revenues 36.8% 33.7% 
Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
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Net Financial Position steadily under control 
The effective management of Working Capital has also determined Net Debt to remain well 
within a reasonable level. And we remind that internal cash flow generation has allowed the 
company to almost entirely pay back acquisitions debt and absorb financial downturns.  

 

SITI B&T: 2014-15 balance sheet (IAS, based on new pro-forma consolidation perimeter) 

€mn 2014FY 2015FY 

Net Working Capital 58.6 57.7  

Net Fixed Assets 28.1 33.0  

Long-Term non Financial Liabilities -4.0 -3.8  

Capital Employed 82.7 86.9  

Matched by    
Equity 44.1 50.4  
Net Financial Position -38.6 -36.5  

 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 

 
 
SITI B&T: Leverage and Coverage ratios (*) 

 
2014FY 2015FY 

Net Debt / Adj. EBITDA (x) 2.4x 2.1x 

Net Debt / Net Equity (%) 88% 72% 

Net Debt / Capital Employed (%) 47% 42% 

EBIT / Net financial charges (x) 5.1x 6.7x 
 

Source: Value Track analysis on SITI B&T’s data 
(*) Based on pro-forma IAS figures related to the new consolidation perimeter 
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Forecasted Financials 2016E-19E 
 
In the 2016E-19E period, we expect SITI B&T’s Group Net Revenues up ca. 5.8% per year with high 
margin Customer Care Revenues marginally increasing their weight. 

EBIT margin should exceed the 9% level as of 2019E (ca. €20mn in absolute terms), while Group 
Adjusted Net Profit is expected to grow at a 17% CAGR, topping €11.3mn in 2019E also thanks to 
lower incidence of taxes and minorities. 

As we are not assuming in our model any M&A driven cash out (€20mn have been budgeted for this 
purpose), Net Debt should keep reducing over time reaching a positive net cash position as of 
2019YE. 
 

Please note that all the forecasted figures of this section are: 

! Estimated in compliance with IAS-IFRS accounting principles; 
! Taking into consideration the Group within its brand new consolidation perimeter, i.e. including 

Ancora; 
! Not taking into account the financial effects of potential future acquisitions (€20mn have been 

budgeted for this purpose).  The stand-alone scenario will thus be the base-case for our forecasts 
and only later on we will assess the potential impact of new M&A operations on EBITDA and Net 
Financial Position. 

Revenue evolution 
We expect SITI B&T’s Group Net Revenues up ca. 5.8% per year during the next few years 
driven by both Machinery business and by Customer Care ones with the latter marginally increasing  
their weight on total. 

Our assumptions are based on the forecasted evolution of the reference ceramic machinery market 
that we remind (see also the dedicated paragraph) is expected to maintain positive growth rate in the 
next few years even if with less momentum compared to 2014 and 2015, driven by:  

1) Global demand for tiles; 

2) Products innovation (materials, shape, decoration, finishing); 

3) Process innovation (energy savings, smaller batches, lower lead-time). 

We also underline that, conservatively, we are not assuming a market share gain by SITI B&T 
Group despite its sound and consolidated technological leadership and the recent completion of a full 
value chain coverage (thanks to Ancora’s finishing technology). 

 

SITI B&T: Expected Revenues evolution 
(IAS, €mn, Fiscal Years) 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E CAGR 15A-19E 

Tiles 130.0 133.0 140.0 147.3 5.6% 

Sanitaryware 8.0 8.2 8.3 8.5 11.5% 

Customer care 49.0 52.4 55.8 59.2 5.9% 

Group Net Revenues 187.0 193.6 204.1 214.9 5.8% 

Other 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 -13.0% 

Total Value of Production 193.0 199.7 210.4 221.3 4.9% 

Chg. % YoY 5.7% 3.5% 5.3% 5.2%  
 

Source: Value Track forecasts on FY16E-FY19E 
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In particular, it is to be noticed that: 

! Backlog is currently up at a double-digit rate YoY. Indeed, as of end of February 2016 it was 
estimated at ca. €67mn i.e. +23% vs. the ca. €54mn as of end of February 2015 and in March the 
orders acquisition process remained healthy; 

! Digital Decoration (i.e. Projecta, included in Tiles segment), should remain under moderate 
pressure and smooth its growth rates as an effect of reference market becoming more competitive 
and price oriented; 

! Finishing Revenues (i.e. Ancora, included in Tiles segment) should have a CAGR of more than 
8% driven by cross selling on existing SITI B&T clients; 

! Sanitaryware growth stance should remain extremely healthy driven by product innovation. 

 

Operating Profitability evolution 
As far as the Operating Profitability is concerned, we expect SITI B&T Group to slightly and 
progressively increase its EBIT margin up to ca. 9.1% in the next few years.  This should be 
the result of the following drivers: 

! Slightly decrease of Digital business profitability as a consequence of the price pressure 
already mentioned;  

! Marginal increase of Customer Care weight on total Group Revenues. Customer Care, as 
we said before, is characterised by higher margins if compared to the Machinery business; 

! Restructuring of the newly acquired Ancora S.p.A. that should progressively achieve 
margins in line with the rest of the Group. 

! Depreciation and Amortization charges (net of Goodwill amortization charge that expired 
in 2014FY) expected to grow in line with Capital Expenditures. 

 

SITI B&T: Expected Operating Profitability evolution 

(IAS, €mn, Fiscal Years) 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E CAGR  
15A-19E 

Group Net Revenues 187.0 193.6 204.1 214.9 5.8% 

Other 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 -13.0%  

Total Value of Production 193.0 199.7 210.4 221.3 4.9% 

Operating costs -172.3 -177.2 -186.3 -195.7 4.3% 

EBITDA  20.7 22.5 24.1 25.6 10.3% 

EBITDA Margin (on Total Value of Production) 10.7% 11.3% 11.5% 11.6% n.m. 

EBITDA Margin (on Group Net Revenues) 11.2% 11.6% 11.8% 11.9% n.m. 

Depreciation & Amortization -4.5 -4.7 -4.9 -5.4 20.5% 

EBIT  16.2 17.8 19.2 20.2 11.3% 

EBIT Margin (on Total Value of Production) 8.4% 8.9% 9.1% 9.1% n.m. 

EBIT Margin (on Group Net Revenues) 8.8% 9.2% 9.4% 9.4% n.m. 
 

Source: Value Track forecasts on FY16E-FY19E 
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From EBIT down to the Bottom line 
We expect Group Adjusted Net Profit to grow at a 17.0% CAGR in the 2016E-19E period, 
topping €11.3mn in 2019E. This should come as a result of: 

! Fairly stable negative financial interests at ca. €1.6mn per annum, a smaller value than that of 
2015 thanks to the injection of liquidity due to the IPO; 

! Tax rate massively decreasing down to the 27%-30% range due to the joint effects of the expiry of 
non tax deductible goodwill amortization charges and the tax benefits coming from Super ACE 
(we estimate ca. €300k p.a.) and from the recently introduced “patent box” legislation (as well we 
estimate a ca. €300k tax saving p.a.); 

! Minorities reducing their incidence as Projecta’s net profitability should reduce its weight due to 
the above mentioned price pressure in the Digital Decoration market. 

Worthy of notice, further upside in 2016FY bottom line estimates could come if: 1) SITI B&T 
successfully disposes of some land assets in China (the one related to the old factory) which could 
imply a ca. €1.0mn-€2.0mn capital gain (book value stands at ca. €0.4mn); 2) SITI B&T obtains a 
higher positive tax ruling related to the above mentioned patent box legislation. 

 

SITI B&T: Expected P&L from EBIT down to Net Profit 

(IAS, €mn, Fiscal Years) 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E CAGR  
15A-19E 

EBIT  16.2 17.8 19.2 20.2 11.3% 

Interest expenses / income -1.6 -1.6 -1.6 -1.6 -4.8% 

Pre-tax Profit 14.6 16.2 17.6 18.6 13.5% 

Taxes -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.6 24.2% 

Tax-rate  27.5% 27.9% 28.3% 30.4% n.m. 

Minorities -1.6 -1.7 -1.7 -1.6 6.2% 

Group Net Profit 8.9 10.0 10.9 11.3 18.5% 

Adjusted Group Net Profit  8.9 10.0 10.9 11.3 17.0% 
 

Source: Value Track forecasts on FY16E-FY19E 

 

Cash generation and Balance Sheet evolution 
We are not assuming any M&A driven cash out in our base case scenario (see next page for a 
sensitivity on a possible M&A impact). As an effect, and also thanks to the ca. €18mn net IPO 
proceeds, Net Debt should continue reducing over time reaching a positive net cash 
position as of 2019YE. 

More specifically, we expect SITI B&T’s Cash Flow generation to be the result of: 

! Net Working Capital increasing its weight on Revenues driven by: 

o A more aggressive commercial policy towards clients that should lead to a marginal increase 
of receivable days (we estimate from the current 170 days up to ca. 180 days); 

o The above mentioned strategy to step up the effort on Customer Care business abroad that 
should lead to an increase of Stock / Sales ratio by some percentage points (up to ca. 38.5% 
within 2019E); 

! Capital expenditure (ex. Acquisitions) expected at an average of ca. €4.1mn per annum, i.e. 
more than double if compared to the historical €2mn annual average as a consequence of the 
above mentioned strategic projects (see “Growth Strategy” paragraph), i.e. China, Brazil, 
International Customer Care network, Research & Development; 
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SITI B&T: Capex plan 2016E-19E (excluding acquisitions) 
(IAS, €mn, Fiscal Years) 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E Tot. 16E-19E 

Chinese plant 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 

Brazilian subsidiary 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 

R&D 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 10.0 

Other Capex 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 

TOTAL 6.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 16.5 
 

Source: Value Track forecasts on FY16E-FY19E 

 

! Zero Dividend Pay-Out, even if we have to underline that a cash out related to minorities 
dividends is to be taken into account. Indeed, an agreement is in place with Projecta minority 
shareholders aimed at the distribution of 50% of Projecta’s bottom line to shareholders. This 
implies cash out for SITI B&T Group of 48% of 50% of Projecta’s Net Profit, accounted in 
Working Capital movements. 

 

SITI B&T: Expected Cash Flow Statement 
(IAS, €mn, Fiscal Years) 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 

EBITDA 20.7 22.5 24.1 25.6 

Op. WC requirement -8.8 -6.9 -7.0 -7.0 

Capex (not including M&A) -6.0 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 

Taxes -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.6 

OpFCF (net of tax) 1.8 7.6 8.6 9.5 

Financial charges  -1.6 -1.6 -1.6 -1.6 

Net Capital Injection Proceeds 17.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Change in Net Fin. Debt 17.9 6.0 7.0 7.9 

Net Fin. Position (Year-end) -18.6 -12.6 -5.6 2.3 

NFP / EBITDA (x) 0.9x 0.6x 0.2x n.m. 
 

Source: Value Track forecasts on FY16E-FY19E 

Acquisition scenario 
Last but not least we remind that, as underscored in our description of the growth strategy, SITI B&T 
plans to invest up to €20mn in acquisitions, starting from 2016E. 

Financing such a growth by acquisition strategy is one of the driver behind the IPO and we note that 
also thanks to IPO proceeds the Balance Sheet structure of the Group would not massively worsen if 
acquisitions are finalised. Assuming SITI B&T to pay a ca. 5x EV/EBITDA multiple, €20mn cash out 
would add ca. €4mn to the Group EBITDA possibly increasing up to €7mn-€8mn in a couple 
of years if we take into account costs synergies in line with the deals finalised so far by the company. 
Assuming a cash conversion ratio in line with the past would mean that in such an acquisition scenario: 

! Net Debt could top ca. €37.5mn in 2016E progressively decreasing down to ca. €10mn in 2019E;  

! Net Debt / EBITDA, would reach a maximum of 1.5x in 2016E falling down to 0.3x within 2019E. 
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Appendix: Corporate Governance 
 

Top Management Structure 

SITI B&T Group’s Top Management structure is currently structures as follows: 

 

SITI B&T: Top Management Structure 
Manager Description 

 

Fabio Tarozzi 

Group CEO 

SITI B&T Board Member 

 
He joins B&T Group back in 1993; 
Appointed as Head of Commercial Department in 1997, working towards the 
internationalisation of the company’s sales network; 
Appointed as General Manager in 2003, with the task to integrate the assets acquired by 
Nassetti  Group and to finalise B&T transformation into a full range machinery provider; 
Appointed as CEO in 2007 following the acquisition of SITI by B&T Group  
In addition to that, Mr Fabio Tarozzi is also in charge as Chairman of the ACIMAC 
(Associazione Costruttori Italiani Macchine e Attrezzature per Ceramica), the association 
of Italian ceramic machinery manufacturers. 
 

Valte Cappellini 

Group General Manager 

SITI B&T Board Member 

He stands out for his long-time experience in the ceramic industry. From 1985 through 
2009 he was in charge of several managing position (ranging from Commercial Director 
to General Manager) at Industrie Bitossi 90 S.p.A., Colorobbia Brazil Ltda, and 
Saltochimica S.p.A. – all of which produce chemicals for the ceramic industry; 

From 2009 through 2013, he was CEO and General Director of the Ceramics division at 
System S.p.A. and Tosilab S.p.A., two competitors of SITI B&T; 

Back in 2013 he joins SITI B&T as Head of Group After-Sales division; 

Appointed as Group General Manager in 2014. 

 

Marco Tarozzi 
Head of Group Sales 
SITI B&T Board Member 

He joins B&T Group back in 1993; 

Appointed as Group Controller in 1997 with responsibilities for both domestic and 
international subsidiaries; 

Appointed as Head of Group Sales in 2004 taking in charge the worldwide responsibility 
for commercial and marketing activities. 

 

Claudio Forlani 

Group CFO 

A long-time career as Administrative and Financial manager in several industrial 
companies, started back in 1988 (Arthur Andersen & Co.); 

He joins B&T Group back in 2004 as Group Chief Financial Officer; 

He’s also currently in charge of Human Resources Department. 

 
 

Source: SITI B&T 

 

As far as SITI B&T’s subsidiaries are concerned, we note that as a Group policy, at least one member of 
the Parent company’s Board of Directors exerts some managing role in all controlled companies, so to 
ensure full compliance with the Group’s strategic guidelines.  
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SITI B&T: Parent Company and Subsidiaries responsibilities  

 

Source: SITI B&T 
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